
DASAR BULLSEYE QRB111 recessed ground spot
round, stainless steel 316, G53, max. 50W

Article number 228370

Catalogue BIG WHITE 2015, Page 675

Type of lamp Conventional lamp

Lamp QRB 111 12V max. 50W

Lampholder /
Socket

G53

Number of light
sources

1

Lamp included No

Installation
diameter

19.7 cm

Installation depth 30.7 cm

Tilt range 180 Degree

Rotation range 160 Degree

Height 34 cm

Diameter 21.8 cm

Net weight 4.536 kg

Gross weight 1.032 kg

Voltage 230 Volt

Max. wattage 50 Watt

Protection class I

Material aluminium / stainless steel 316

Colour stainless steel

Way of mounting recessed ground mounting

Remark 1
Conventional transformer incorporated. Mounting
pot included

Remark 2
Energy labels in your language are available in the
Service Area sub point Download

Suitable for
lamps from EEC

D

Suitable for
lamps up to EEC

A+

Light distribution
type 1

direct

Light distribution
type 3

rotationally symmetric
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The high-voltage ground luminaire DASAR BULLSEYE QRB111 is the
logical evolution of the classic recessed ground luminaires. During the
development of this product, the goal of illumination of nearby objects
was in the foreground. Thus, the light source itself is mounted
adjustable off the actual housing and covered by a high-strength glass
dome. This allows highlighting of objects which are within a short
distance to the fitting itself. Powered by the incorporated transformer, it
can be connected directly to 230V mains supply. This luminaire is
compatible with bulbs of the energy classes: D - A+
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